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VIBRANT

Scandinavian design
At SWEDISH NINJA we value decor with a strong personality that will put a
SMILE on your face.
We believe that great design holds a special place in your HEART.
That’s why our products are created to be loved not only now, but for
GENERATIONS to come.

SCANDI HEAVEN BLUE
RAL 5024
As blue as the sky on a cold
winter’s day - best enjoyed
snuggled up by the fire with
good friends.

BUBBLEGUM PINK
RAL 3015
Right before it pops on your
face: that happy colour that
makes a statement.

BLUEGREEN
RAL 6004
The colour of a pine forest
moments after sunset. Better
fetch your sweater!

STRAWBERRY RED
RAL 3018
As red as sweet red berries on a
summers day - especially good after
a day on the crystal white beaches of
southern Sweden.

SUNSHINE YELLOW
RAL 1016
Packed with Vitamin
C to endure the long
Scandinavian winters.

THE
NINJA
PALETTE
“As you may have noticed, I love bright colours. My goal is to elevate Scandinavian design
by using vibrant tones that put a smile on your face and help the creative juices flow!”
Maria Gustavsson, founder of SWEDISH NINJA.

BLACK
RAL 9005

WHITE
RAL 9003

We strive to lower our environmental impact and support local
manufacturers. We would also like you to enjoy high quality
materials and craftsmanship. That’s why we pride ourselves on
manufacturing our lamps and most of our products locally in the
historic furniture-making region of Småland, Sweden - where
Pippi Longstocking and our founder are from.

We work with talented designers who share our passion
for driving Scandinavian design into the future. In our
minds, creativity is never subtle.
This is Jenny Nordberg, the Swedish designer behind our
fabulous BRICK series.

We believe in personal expression and partner with interesting designers and brands in order to constantly challenge ourselves, find
inspiration and feel motivated by others.
This is Jenny and Jens Brandt from the husband/wife photo art
power duo Jenny&Jens.

We love story telling.
Our very first product, LITTLE DARLING is
inspired by the striking height difference
between designer and SWEDISH NiNJA
founder Maria Gustavsson and her husband
Magnus - she being short and he being tall.

LITTLE DARLING - A LOVE STORY
Did you know:
The design of our classic Little Darling is inspired
by the very striking height difference between
our founder and designer Maria Gustavsson
and her husband.

Store and display your items in our DIAGONAL wall
baskets, find and hide your stuff. Confusing and genius
at the same time - at least that’s what Doris thinks.

Make a statement with the BRICK series,
unique and gravity defying sculptural candle
holders, hand crafted from Italian glass.
Photo: Jenny Brandt Grönberg

Liven up a shelf or a sidetable with an eye-catching
OH MY mini sculpture. Cool on its own, even better
in a crowd. Available in four colour combinations.

Architectural lines that play with shadows.
Nested or as a stand-alone piece, the ZICK ZACK
side table lifts any interior with its srong character and
graphic expression. Available in black or white.

LITTLE DARLING table lamp in sunshine yellow.

Play with colour and expression. The
C.LAMP is available in seven colours and
comes in 2 sizes and it can be mounted in
any rotation,

C.LAMP as a bedroom lighting.

Need a hand? And a little light? Say hello
to the BIG DARLING floor lamp, a true
multi-tasking gentleman. Now also available in
bubblegum pink and yellow.
@Media Evolution Office

YELLOW / AMBER

GREEN / VERDE

BLUE / TOURMALINE

OH MY
MINI
SCULPTURE
Meet the contemporary OH MY mini sculpture. Equally eye-catching on its own or in
a group, these colourful glass sculptures will add a playful and elegant touch to any
interior. Oh, and they make a great gift for design-lovers too!
MATERIALS
A perfectly clear coloured globe and handcast cube come together to make the perfect couple!
SIZE
L8 D8 H15 cm

PINK / TOURMALINE

BRICK NO.1

BRICK NO.2

BRICK
SERIES
Design by Jenny Nordberg
Make a statement. Jenny Nordberg’s fascination for ultra-standardised items inspired the fabulous BRICK series. Made from casted glass units that replicate the size of traditional bricks,
these sculptural larger-than-life candle holders are anything but standard.
BRICK series is handcasted in a small Italian glass atelier and assembled in Sweden.

MATERIALS
Massive glass and raw material. Since this is handmade, each item
is unique.
SIZE
Brick No.1, L34 D12 H40 cm
Brick No.2, L30 D12 H30 cm

BLACK

YELLOW

CHIMNEY
RECYCLING
BIN
Design by Andréason & Leibel
The CHIMNEY Recycling Bin is made out of the very material it is designed
to hold: waste paper. Each foldable unit arrives flat-packed and transforms
into an eye-catching bin at the touch of a hand.
Waste paper can be a burden on the environment - the name CHIMNEY
is a reminder of this. But when used sensibly, paper can be an extraordinary
material with which to make durable 3D objects with a low environmental
impact.
Contact us about custom made graphics.

MATERIALS
Paper
SIZE
H35 cm, Diameter 32 cm
Flat in transport, H48 L44 D3 cm

BLACK
RAL 9005

GREY
RAL 7001

WHITE
RAL 9003

DIAGONAL
WALL
BASKET

BUBBLEGUM PINK
RAL 3015

Design by Andréason & Leibel
Ø 29

SMALL

These brilliant storage baskets are suitable for hallways,
offices, bathrooms, bedrooms and wherever else you
may need a smart and stylish storage solution.

12

Play around with colours and sizes to create your very
own graphical storage wall.

MEDIUM
Ø 35

MATERIALS
Powder coated steel

13

LARGE

Ø 40

VERSIONS
Small
Medium
Large
15
(cm)

BLACK
RAL 9005

WHITE
RAL 9003

ZICK
ZACK
TABLES
Design by Olga Bielawska
Opt for pair of nesting ZICK ZACK tables or a stand-alone piece, and enjoy the play of
shadows as the light cuts through the graphical design. Each table is laser-cut from a single
sheet and comes in a small and large version.

MATERIALS
Powder Coated Steel.

SMALL

LARGE
46

40

VERSIONS
Small & Large

46
40

40

46
(cm)

BLUE GREEN
RAL 6004

BUBBLEGUM PINK
RAL 3015

BLACK
RAL 9005

LITTLE
DARLING
LAMP

SCANDI HEAVEN BLUE
RAL 5024

Design by Maria Gustavsson
LITTLE DARLING is inspired by the striking height difference betwen designer and
SWEDISH NiNJA founder Maria Gustavsson and her husband Magnus - she being
short and he being tall. The table lamp was the first ever product designed for SWEDISH
NINJA and has become a well-loved colourful Scandinavian design classic.

35

MATERIALS
Powder coated steel with a opaline glass globe. Handpressed leather detail and a textile overlay cable with a
switch. Cork underlay.
OPTIONS
EU & UK Versions

SUNSHINE YELLOW
RAL 1016

STRAWBERRY RED
RAL 3018
47

Ø 16

LIGHT SOURCE
Two LED light E14, max 40 watts
Light source is not included.
CE European standard

22

(cm)

WHITE
RAL 9003

BLUE GREEN
RAL 6004

BUBBLEGUM PINK
RAL 3015

BLACK
RAL 9005

C . LAMP
LITTLE & BIG

SCANDI HEAVEN BLUE
RAL 5024

Design by Petra Lilja & Maria Gustavsson

Inject strong personality into your space with the C.LAMP. Hang one or play around
with seven different colours, hung four different ways - and give your interior a fun,
personal touch.
Ø 16

MATERIALS
Powder coated steel with a opaline glass
globe. Comes hardwired or with a textile
overlay cable with switch.

D 20

H 22

W 28
STRAWBERRY RED
RAL 3018

VERSIONS
EU & UK
LIGHT SOURCE
Little C.LAMP, LED light E14 max 40 watts
Big C.LAMP, LED led light E27 max 60 watts
Light source IS not included.
CE European standard

SUNSHINE YELLOW
RAL 1016

D 30

H 30
Ø 22

W 37

(cm)

WHITE
RAL 9003

BLACK
RAL 9005

WHITE
RAL 9003

BIG
DARLING
LAMP
Design by Maria Gustavsson

Ø 22

Brilliant for the office, handy in the hotel room and a hit in
the hallway, the BIG DARLING floor lamp is a multifunctional
beauty. Look out for two new ladies this year in Yellow and
Bubblegum Pink.

NEW
BUBBLEGUM PINK
RAL 3015

MATERIALS
Powder coated steel with brass details and an opaline glass
globe.
PVC cord with a dimmable switch.

Little Darling Lamp in Sunshine Yellow

194

VERSIONS
EU & UK
LIGHT SOURCE
Dimmable LED light E27, max 60 watts
Light source are not included.
CE European standard

(cm)
Ø 34

NEW
SUNSHINE YELLOW
RAL 1016

For orders, stock availability and prices contact
order@swedishninja.com
www.swedishninja.com

